BOLDplanning Company Overview
Summary
BOLDplanning Inc. is the market frontrunner in consulting and software solutions for
preparedness planning. The company offers expertise in a variety of planning disciplines,
including Continuity of Operations/Continuity of Government Plans (COOPs/COGs), Emergency
Operations Plans (EOPs) and Hazard Mitigation Plans (HMPs).
The company recently announced its milestone achievement of 10,000 preparedness plans
developed through the company’s online planning platform.

Company Background
BOLDplanning has served the preparedness planning needs of state and local emergency
management agencies, public safety organizations, schools and universities and private
companies since 2004.
Initially, the company focused on GIS, mitigation and risk assessment consulting for public safety
agencies. It became clear from these early experiences, preparedness planning as a practice was
not as efficient or effective as it could be. Plans were paper based and housed in three-ring
binders in unsecured locations. Updating and maintaining plans were tedious and timeconsuming tasks. Hard-copy documents quickly became obsolete, impacting their usefulness in
a crisis.
Sensing a need in the market, the BOLDplanning team set out to create an online software
solution that would replace paper-based binders. The resulting online platform made plans easier
to edit, maintain and share across stakeholders in the event a plan was activated. This digital tool,
coupled with expert consulting, proved to be a successful combination, fulfilling a need for a wide
range of agencies and organizations.
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Today, BOLDplanning works with clients in a variety of capacities. Frequently, the company
implements planning programs that include expert consulting, a powerful online planning
platform and an ongoing exercise and training regimen.
Its consulting team includes internationally accredited Certified Business Continuity Planners
(CBCPs), Certified Healthcare Professional Continuity Planners (CHPCPs), FEMA certified
continuity professionals and IAEM Certified Emergency Managers (CEMs).
The company also offers specific expertise and software modules for healthcare preparedness
planning that help facilities and practices meet stringent new Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) requirements.

More Information & Contact
More information on BOLDplanning can be found at boldplanning.com or requested at
info@boldplanning.com.
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